
Derivative Song 
 
Well, you done done calc it ain’t so easy 
You thought it’ld be chill but it wasn’t so breezy 
You failed the last calc test and now you’re feeling stressed 
With all the hours of hard work you gave it your best-est and 
Nothing’s gonna help you but a calc convention 
I reckon it’s again your turn, to win some or learn some 
 
But I won’t hesitate no more, no more 
Just conjugate  
I’m yours 
 
Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
 
Hey, Hey, Hey 
 
The power rule is something you can’t misunderstand 
Bring the power down as you planned 
And take 1 away from exponent, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah 
Numbers with no x’s mean that it will become a zero 
You can be a hero 
And it’s our godforsaken right to learn, learn, learn, learn, learn 
 
So I won’t hesitate no more, no more 
Don’t you worry, you will survive  
There’s no need to irritate 
You will walk out of the classroom alive 
 
The product rule is the derivative of the first one times the second one  
Plus the prime second times first 
And consider it done 
 
(Skat) 
 
I’ve been spending way too long learning the chain rule on my own 
And often made me use the other rules just as I groaned 
Take dy dx inside 
Then just rewrite it beside 
And make sure your turn root signs into a power 
Because it is going to make your life a lot easier 
It’s what we all aim to do  
Quotient Rule is next in the cue 
 
So I won’t hesitate no more, no more 
But just think straight 
It’s yours 
 
Well open up your mind, remember this 



Low dee high take away high dee low 
All over low squared as you jump in high bliss 
 
So please don’t please don’t please don’t  
There is no need to irritate 
Cuz our time is up 
this is it…  
So this is it… 
 
It’s Yours. 
 
Aaaaaaahhhhhhhhh 
 
 
 
 
 
 


